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Notes Purpose Statement:
● The second sentence on CBO purpose statement

doesn't feel complete

Theory of change:
● Long term-outcome:

○ Question regarding the first long-term outcome
on shared leadership, because they don't
envision being able to have a shared leadership
as an entity

○ Is shared leadership a PH restructuring?
○ Difficult to identify the steps to move the needle

of Program goal, and shared leadership with
OHA doesn't reflect community emphasis

○ What is long-term mean
○ Large emphasis on “shared leadership” in

second goal, it means to change the PH system
entirely.

○ Instead of “restructured” what if we focus on
harm reduction

● Activities:

Purpose Statement:
● Agree with the statement
● Something to highlight: goal is that communities get the

care and resources they need sooner rather than later,
timely access to services that benefit them

● Maybe too many “ands” in the last sentence
● Nobody expressed hesitation with moving forward with the

current working statement
Theory of change:

● Program goal:
○ Concerns about using the words "Eliminate" and

"eradicate" due to uncertainty about achieving
those goals.

○ Positive response to the goal of elimination as an
important mindset.

○ Suggestion to use a semicolon before "and" in a
sentence for improved clarity.

○ Appreciation for referencing historical and
contemporary injustices but a request for
clarification on their meaning.

○ Caution about using "thriving" and "achieving
well-being" as they may trigger or traumatize some



○ Far more comfortable with “modernize PH
structure to emphasis community voice with
focus on equitable resources”

○ CBO would love to see investment to do equity
capacity trainings, CBOs are always seeking
equity funding.

○ CBOs need funding to collect quality data
○ OHA asked for CBO community engagement

coordinators to connect with OHA in order to
know what they are looking for

○ The ratio of managing and reporting on the
funds granted to CBOS to performing the
mission of our CBOs is a careful balance - one
all good partners need to keep top of mind

● Program Goal:
○ the wording could be reversed, the first

statement should follow after the second
sentence

communities.
○ Alternative proposal: "Oregonians experience

improved support, health, and well-being."
○ Some indifference towards including the word

"support" as it's implied in the goal.

● Long-term Outcomes:
○ Formatting needs improvement for the list of

outcomes.
○ Appreciation for involving the community in a new

way within the public health system.
○ Suggestion to clarify the target audience for the

outcome regarding "equitable access to
information."

○ Emphasis on ensuring community involvement
throughout planning, implementation, and
evaluation.

○ Questioning the measurability of "equitable access
to information."

○ Strong approval for the first outcome.
○ Positive reception of the second outcome with

acknowledgment of potential limitations.
○ Consideration of measures of success and

evaluation methods for the outcomes.
○ Suggestion to simplify the wording of the first

outcome for clarity.
○ Emphasis on keeping the concept of community

central in each outcome.
○ Echoing the need for outcomes to be measurable

and suggesting a separate column for this in the
logic model.


